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The Demon, Mister Miracle and Orion TM and © DC Comics, Inc. All rights reserved.
Silver Surfer, Ikaris, The Thing, and Captain America TM and © Marvel Entertainment, Inc. All rights
reserved. Photograph by Susan Skarr. All artwork is © Jack Kirby.

Battling The Kirby Bug
An introduction, by John Morrow
hen I was twelve years old, I spent a lot of time hoping I would
catch a fatal disease.
Okay, maybe not a really fatal disease; just one semi-fatal
enough to make me terribly sick, which would naturally make people
feel sorry for me, so I’d get my picture in the local newspaper, which
would somehow find its way out to California to Jack Kirby’s house,
so Jack would read the article and find out what a big fan of his I was,
and he’d feel sorry for me and travel all the way to Alabama to draw a
huge mural of all his Fourth World characters on my bedroom wall.
Unfortunately, I grew to adulthood relatively germ-free, and
hence, mural-free, too. It’s probably just as well; I could never have
moved out of that bedroom – after all, how do you take a whole wall
with you? But little did I know I was already the victim of a serious,
chronic disease for which there is no known cure.
I call it the Kirby Bug. (No, I’m not talking about the character
from New Gods #9-10, although he made a very fitting illustration for
this introduction.)
It all started a few months earlier when I’d come down with
chicken pox. A couple of days into the horrible itching and scratching, my mailman delivered a huge box of Kirby back issues I’d
ordered from The Buyer’s Guide For Comic Fandom. I’d been enjoying
Kamandi for awhile, and had heard that the Fourth World – whatever
that was – was supposed to be pretty incredible, so I’d taken a gamble
with my first mail-order dealer. The timing was opportune, since
those books did what no Calamine lotion was able to do; they made
me forget how miserable I was, by distracting me with all the mindblowing concepts Jack had
laid out in them.
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By the
time I’d
reread them
five or six times,
my chicken pox
had cleared up – but
I was permanently
infected with “the bug.”
The symptoms became
apparent pretty quickly: Sweaty
palms (from thumbing through
back issue boxes), increased heart
rate (from finding a long-sought-after
Kirby back issue), insomnia (from staying
up late reading that back issue), and an insatiable appetite (for more Kirby back issues!).

Try though I might in the years since, I haven’t been able to shake
“the bug.” Oh sure, I went into remission for a few years in the late ’80s,
when there were no new Kirby comics on the stands. But although my
trip to the 1991 San Diego Comic Convention finally gave me a
chance to meet Jack, that meeting gave me what now appears to be a
permanent relapse.
I’m currently getting treatment for my ailment in the form of The
Jack Kirby Collector. By publishing this ’zine every couple of months,
I’m in the fortunate position of having other victims of “the bug” send
me copies of Kirby art from their collections for publication. I also get
the thrill of rubbing shoulders and doing interviews with a lot of my
idols from comics, who, as it turns out, have varying degrees of “the
bug” themselves. Wonderful folks like Mark Evanier, Greg Theakston,
Steve Sherman, Mike Royer, Jim Steranko, Joe Sinnott, Richard Howell,
Steve Gerber, Shel Dorf, Tony Isabella, Chic Stone, Dick Ayers, Steve
Rude, Jerry Ordway, Barry Windsor-Smith, Mike Thibodeaux, Steve
Bissette, Walt Simonson, Terry Austin, Al Williamson, Frank Miller,
Will Eisner, Karl Kesel, and so many more have gone out of their way
to help make this publication better with each issue.
Maybe the best thing about publishing TJKC is having a support
group of several thousand people who all have “the bug.” Just knowing
there are others out there with the same affliction makes all the effort
worth it – and I won’t kid you; publishing TJKC is really hard work. But
I’m not complaining; it’s probably the most fun and rewarding thing
I’ve ever done, and I have lots of help. There are plenty of people behind
the scenes who deserve all our thanks, beginning with my wife Pamela.
Pam now knows more about Jack Kirby than she ever wanted to (or
should have to), but she still continues to volunteer to copy subscription envelopes, fill back issue orders, make trips to the Post Office,
proofread, and sit for hours at the TJKC booth at comic conventions.
She may not have “the bug” herself, but her sweetness, warmth and
kindness are just as contagious.
Also, big thanks to Glen Musial, Ed Stelli, and Pat Varker: “The
Guys” in Raleigh, NC who continually sacrifice their free time to stuff
each new issue into envelopes. We couldn’t do it without you!
I want to especially thank Mark Evanier and Greg Theakston, the
two people who’ve gone out of their way to help TJKC more than anyone else. Also, special kudos to fellow “bug” sufferers Jon B. Cooke,
Mike Gartland, David Hamilton, Chris Harper, Randy Hoppe, Richard
Howell, Steve Robertson, Mike Thibodeaux, R.J. Vitone, and Tom
Ziuko. Their expertise, support, encouragement, and Kirby art collections are largely responsible for this publication being where it is today.
Finally, let me extend a special thanks to Rosalind Kirby for her
support from the very beginning, and her continued indulgence when
we occasionally manage to stick our foot in our mouth. If you’ve wondered if all the stories about what a fabulous person she is are true,
stop wondering. They are. It’s an honor to know you, Roz.
This book is a compilation of the first nine issues of TJKC.
Everything I felt was important about those issues is here; I didn’t omit
any of the art or articles, only some ads and in-house pages. This made
room for a special portfolio section with lots of Kirby pencils we’ve
never published (some sneakily scattered throughout the old issues, so
you longtime readers would have to rediscover the old stuff!). Plus it
gave me a chance to rescan much of the art from the early photocopied
issues, and let me tweak the original layouts a bit.
When I started TJKC, I told Pam that if only ten people wanted to
get it, it’d be worth doing. It’s a testament to Jack’s genius that it’s gone
way beyond that in the last three years; “the bug” continues to spread,
and I can see TJKC continuing indefinitely with your help. If you’ve ever
had an urge to write something about Jack, send it in! And if you have
a piece of Kirby art in your collection, make a photocopy and send it.
But be warned: You’ll probably catch “the bug” too – and once
you get it, it’s for life!
John Morrow, Editor
Raleigh, NC, 1997

(top) Captain America drawing for Marvelmania Magazine.
(bottom) Cover of The Comic Reader #100, 1973.

Pages 2 and 3 of Jack’s uninked pencils from Thor #147.

Walk thru many corridors

Enter

F.F. Face doctor doom...

I’ll (tell) You my plan.

I’m ready--

I want black beard’s treasure.

--to take over world...

You’ll get it for me.

Impossible.

Nobody’s seen the treasure...

Jack’s storyboards from “The F.F. Meet Doctor Doom” episode of The New Fantastic Four animated series. More storyboards can be found on page 238 of this book, and in TJKC #11.

F.F. Obey

K I R B Y Says
Just Buy and Read Total

”Don’t Ask!!!”
“ S u s p e n z a n yi s m ! ! ! ”
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The House That Jack Built
A British Fan’s Visit To The Kirby Home, by Glenn B. Fleming of Manchester, England
The following is an account of a personal experience with a genius.
Almost single-handedly, the late Jack Kirby wrote, designed and illustrated the look of the
American comic book and from 1937 until 1983, Jack created an multitude of mythical and magical characters, the likes of which had never been seen in the medium. In his half-century career, it
is estimated that Jack drew almost 40,000 pages of comic book art—a truly staggering achievement added to the fact that he continually changed his style to produce fresh and exciting work,
never equalled to this day.
I was privileged to meet the man and his wife on two separate occasions at his home in
California. Upon our first meeting they did not know me but still welcomed me into their home
with friendship and openness; but that was typical, because all Jack ever gave was himself.
That he was treated shabbily by others and that his work was jealously guarded—but not for
his benefit—is testament to his enormous impact on the world of comic books. His talent was
unmatchable and we are strengthened by his life’s work
and weakened upon his leaving.
Jack simply gave us everything he had.
Jack Kirby died in February 1994, leaving a legacy
that none will ever echo in the comics field. Roz, his lovely
wife and partner for fifty years, joined him in December
1997. This tribute is dedicated to them both with deep
love and great thanks.
first met Jack Kirby in August 1965 when my
brother brought home Strange Tales #135, the first
appearance of Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. It
was hard to miss those funny little credits, so it was
the first time I knew who had written and drawn the
stories we were reading. As far as I was concerned,
Marvel comics were new, better than any of the
“Superman” comics around, and definitely worth
reading. It was my opinion that DC only had two
decent artists then, and I didn’t know their names
(they turned out to be Gil Kane and Curt Swan). In
the S.H.I.E.L.D. comic, The Man from UNCLE—one
of my favorite TV shows—was obviously being
ripped off (with a little 007 thrown in) but I didn’t
mind. The strip was brilliant, the artwork so powerful and dynamic. At the back of the book was a
weirdo called Doctor Strange. That strip had strange
artwork too, and even the artist’s name, Ditko, was
one I’d never heard of before, anywhere. (How many
people do you know called ‘Ditko’?) Despite all this
newness—and it did unsettle me somewhat—I was
hooked. I searched for other comics that Jack “King”
Kirby had drawn and, sure enough, there were many.
As an ten-year-old aspiring comics artist myself, I
couldn’t help but be impressed. I was soon drooling
over Fantastic Four, Mighty Thor, Captain America,
and all the rest. I just couldn’t get enough. I discovered the fabulous work of the above Steve Ditko in
Spider-Man (just before he left the strip!) and John
Romita and all the others. Stan was the man, of course,
if only because he kept on telling me so.
For the next eight years I lived in another universe,
usually a Kirby universe, full of bad aliens and good
aliens who all behaved like bad humans and good
humans. Reaching sixteen, with my mother on my
back telling me to “stop reading this junk—get rid of
it—it clutters up your bedroom,” I discarded comics.
(Yes, I had all the number ones and sold them. Mine
went for a penny each!) Although I would listen to my
mother, I got rid of them mainly because I was dissat-
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(this page and next) Pencils from Strange Tales #141. (following pages) The Prisoner by Kirby.

isfied with the quality then being produced. I could
see, even at that tender age, that the best times were
gone and the writers and artists that had followed
Kirby were no match for him, and appeared to be
treading water, even stooping to rehashing Jack’s old
stuff. Jack himself had gone off the boil. I lost interest
and moved on.
Ten years later, I went into a comics shop and
saw that Jack Kirby was still alive and producing
comics. The comic in question was Captain Victory.
Though not Jack’s best work, it rekindled a spark in
me and I decided to see what had happened in the
decade since I’d stopped reading and collecting.
I became aware that Jack Kirby (and others) was
fighting to get his original art back from Marvel, with
no success. I followed with interest and disgust how
they were treating this genius of comics. Surely the
artist could have his lousy drawings back! Hadn’t Jack
created the whole line with Stan Lee? (No, not really;
Stan had created the whole thing, on his own... hmm,
I don’t think so. Stan was a master wordsmith, there is
no doubt; but the best thing he did was promote Stan
Lee and that was obvious to me when I was barely 12
years old. Did Jack and the other “Bullpenners” not
contribute anything? As Jack said to me years later,
“Stan wrote the credits.” That sums it all up, really.
The only thing Jack Kirby did was rejuvenate the
entire comics industry and create an entire line of
fresh, beautiful artwork, characters, and stories. Stan
wrote the credits. ’Nuff said.)
By now, I was anxious to meet my hero, but where
the hell did he live? California, yes, but California is
bigger than England, and I bet there were a few
Kirbys—and more than one Jack—living there. I
remembered an address in one of my comics that you
could write to concerning Jack’s work: Thousand Oaks.
That was it; but where the hell was Thousand Oaks? I
forgot about it until 1987, when I went on holiday to

Barbados with my ex-partner.
After flying over the Atlantic for nine hours and a thirty-minute cab drive to the hotel,
we found our room, dumped the bags, and hit the bar.

The King stands next to his throne.
(previous page) Glenn undaunted (?) in the
presence of Jack.

There is something about Americans that you cannot miss. Maybe it’s their generosity—
loud “hi!”s and “come and join us!” met our ears. We wondered who they were talking to—
it turned out to be us. Drinks were ordered and quickly paid for, Bajan dollars landing on
the bar followed by “I’ll get those!”. Barely drawing breath, you get the history: Names (“Hi!
I’m Bob and this is Suzanne”), places (“We’re from Orange County, California”), and why
(“We’re here to get married—tomorrow!”).
I love Americans and I love most things about America. They talked. They talked some
more; and then they talked some more. They were good people, warm and affectionate,
loving our English accents. Suzanne’s family originally came from England and Bob’s people
originally came from Austria—neither were sure when—so really Bob and Suzanne were at
least European (according to them anyhow!). Most Americans are, and most Americans
love the English or the British. In fact, if the TV news is anything to go by, Americans are
the only people who do like us—but that’s another story.
We took to them immediately and the four of us went on a cruise that night. The “Bajan
Queen” was the steamer we boarded. Four miles out from Bridgetown into the calm
Caribbean sea, it was a beautiful 84º evening. All the evenings in Barbados are beautiful.
The day after their wedding, at which we were Best Man and Matron-of-Honor, Bob and

I felt like an idiot. Here I was,
33 years old achieving one of my
greatest dreams, and I felt like a
little kid.
Jack was great, though. He
leaned over and asked me what my
name was over and over again! I
don’t know if he’d actually forgotten
or was joking, but he kept bringing me back into the conversation.
“I got thrown out of art school
in New York because I wouldn’t wait
around 30 days to draw a head. They
threw me out. I didn’t have time to
waste. There was so much to do.”
His audience, gripped by now,
listened as Jack took us back through
his life.
ack Kirby was born Jacob
Kurtzberg on August 28, 1917
in New York, in the mean streets
of Manhattan’s Lower East Side.
His parents were immigrants from
Eastern Europe and his father was
a tailor who later worked in a
garment factory. Young Jack, a
voracious reader, would hide himself away, digesting the works of
Edgar Rice Burrows, H.G. Wells
and, later, leading science-fiction
writer Ray Bradbury. Shortly after
immersing himself in this literature,
Kirby became a fan of Chester
Gould’s Dick Tracy, Milton Caniff ’s
Terry and the Pirates and Alex
Raymond’s Flash Gordon. At the
same time, most of Jack’s peers were
becoming small-time thugs and
thieves in an effort to survive the
cauldron of cultures so prevalent
of ’20s and ’30s New York.
Jack was Jewish, and this was a
good enough reason for him to fall
foul of several street gangs who
would let him know just what they
thought of Jews. At the age of
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(here and next three pages) Pencils from Captain America #102.

Shy Roz!

eleven, Jack began studying “How to Draw” books from the library. At 14, he enrolled at the Pratt Institute
in an effort to learn more about art. The young Kirby never attended. The day before he was due to begin
his course, his father lost his job and so couldn’t pay the enrollment fees.
“I did attend the Education Alliance for one day, though. They threw me out for drawing too fast with
charcoal!”
Undaunted, Jack landed his first professional art job at the age of 18, working for a small newspaper
syndicate. He worked his way through newspaper strips and animation to become the leading light in comic
book history—but that was later. After answering an ad in the newspaper, Jack secured a job at the Max
Fleischer studios in New York, working on animation as an “in-between” artist. The main artist would draw
1

FFs with the Inhumans, Galactus, the Silver Surfer, Ronan, the Sentry;
that beautiful inking by Joe Sinnott, still in my opinion the best inker
of Jack’s work, bar none; those Cap stories in Tales of Suspense, with the
Black Panther and Zemo, Sharon Carter, the Cosmic Cube; Thor, with
Tana Nile and Ulik.
I was wrong. Jack Kirby’s best work hung on the walls of his home.
I’ll never forget the large pencil drawing of Moses set in the
lounge, the lines of wisdom etched into his face, the way it peered
back into your skull. Turns out, when Jack had finished this particular
drawing, it reminded him of his father.
So there you have it: Not only is Jack king of the comics, his
father was “king” of the Jews for a while! (This follows; as mentioned
previously, Jack was of Jewish descent!)
On another wall was “Joshua at the Walls of Jericho,” only this
Joshua was a 300-foot-high alien, similar in appearance to the Sentry,
standing abreast of a sonic distrupter that beats all sonic distrupters.
The walls were not “tumbling down” and the people were not “running away.” The walls were literally disintegrating before your eyes,
yes, and the people were, as Jack put it, “getting the hell out of there!”
An understatement if there ever was one; as they come toward you on
horseback, they were moving, spilling out over you—a truly fabulous
piece of work.
Next to this work was a pencil and ink
rendering of two

(above) “Joshua at the Walls of Jericho”
(below) “Moses”
First thoughts went to Michelangelo’s drawing on the Cisteen chapel.
They were sitting on clouds, reaching out to each other. I found the
illustration stunning, the inking superb. If, 50 years ago, Jack had
decided to be an inker, he’d have been the best around—then and now.
You’ve probably noticed by now that I’m a little biased toward this
man’s work. I offer no apology for that. Jack Kirby created the “look”
of comics within a short period of time at the beginning of his career
and that “look” is still here today. A friend once told me that, because
Jack was so brilliant in his time, he actually harmed comics.
What a ridiculous statement! Even though some come close,
no one has proven to be as farsighted or innovative as Jack
Kirby—period. I can’t condemn a person for giving me the
best of something that I, and many others, have ever seen—
something, I believe, that will not be bettered.
Not only has he done it all, but by and large, Kirby
created it all.
n the mid-Fifties, comic books were doing poorly, due
mainly to Dr. Frederic Wertham, whose book Seduction
of the Innocent, published in 1954, was blaming America’s
growing juvenile delinquency on the impact of comic books
on the minds of the nation’s young. Publishers were wary,
and with good reason. With no censorship to curtail the
increasingly graphic violence being published, the eyes of
American intellectuals were turned upon them. Something
had to give. The United States Senate Subcommittee on the
Judiciary held many long hearings on the influence of comic
books on the young. The hearings, held in Manhattan, finally
introduced the self-regulatory Comics Code Authority, a body
of people who would in the future censor all comics material.
Fortunately for the publishers, Wertham’s argument could
not be used as a reason for the increase in crime in the
United States and his endeavors were not totally successful
in getting comics banned. The Code was useful, as some of
the comics of the mid-Fifties were a little near to the knuckle.
Wertham did, however, manage to give comics a bad name.
Sales fell dramatically, DC alone dropping from over 10,500,000
per month in 1955 to just over 6,000,000 in 1957. (This
author would suggest that television and the popularity of a
certain Elvis Presley would have had something to do with
that also.) The times, indeed, were a’changing and the so-called
Golden Age of Comics was over. Jack, along with co-creator
Joe Simon, struggled through the ’50s, and as Marvel was
reviving their biggest seller Captain America, Kirby and Simon
were producing several other similar characters. They were
all short-lived, however, some only surviving three or four issues.
Jack turned his talents to the creation of monster comics. His work
appeared in Tales to Astonish, Strange Tales, and Journey Into Mystery.
Joe and Jack separated.
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angels. As
before, I can’t stress the illustration’s
beauty enough; you’ve never seen angels like these.
1
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Celebrating the Life
and Career of the King!

Introduction
by Steve Bissette

In later years, my passion for the power and absurdity of Kirby’s
monsters and horror comics never abated. When I tried to sell a
series of short ghost stories to DC for their Secrets of Haunted House
title, my intention was to recreate the atmospherics of the Kirby horrors
of Spirit World. I had the rare pleasure of working with Alan Moore
and my dear friend John Totleben recreating two of my favorite Kirby
creations, the Demon and the Monkey King, during our run on The
Saga of the Swamp Thing. It was my suggestion to bring the Monkey
King into the fray; the creature embodied one of Kirby’s most persistent
genre themes, that the most terrible monsters are those we infuse
with our own fears.
Like Alan, John, and I, countless comics creators have paid tribute
to this aspect of Kirby’s work in their own way. At every opportunity,

he three issues collected in this volume offer in-depth coverage of
a trio of Kirby’s genre works (specifically horror, science-fiction,
and mythology). Much as I savored Kirby’s work in other genres,
these three include a few of my favorite Kirby works.
My personal bent toward all things that go bump in the night
was fostered at a tender age by a steady diet of monster movies,
monster magazines, and monster comics—preeminent among them,
the beloved Marvel monster sagas of Kirby and Lee.
The splendors of Goom, Sporr, Sserpo, Fin Fang Foom, and
Googam (Son of Goom) were formative
influences on my shaky drawing hand,
which never seemed skilled enough to
capture that absolutely elemental power
that fueled even the most ridiculous of
Kirby’s creatures. By day, my friends and
I would laugh at the blocky fingers, the
impossibly-wide gaping maws, the pinprick eyes; by night, I tried time and time
again to produce my own feeble copies of
them, hoping to figure out why Kirby’s
monsters seemed so alive on the page.
Of all the monsters that creeped,
crawled, swam, and flew across the pages
of comic books, Kirby’s were the most
primal.
I later sought out Kirby’s genuine
horror comics, from the pre-Code Black
Magic to The Demon’s explosive run and the
haunting Spirit World (and its remnants,
which I scouted out high and low in the
DC four-color comics). It wasn’t in Kirby’s
nature to revel in the excesses of the
genre, but his excursions into the genre
had their own unique gravity and atmosphere. One particular Simon & Kirby
Black Magic tale—in which a mutant family
has genetically divided the tasks of a whole
human individual between their members
(head, legs, arms, etc.)—sparked numerous
imitations, including an Archie Goodwin/
Angelo Torres collaboration in Creepy’s
heyday and a recent Charles Band film,
Head of the Family.
In fact, I have often been struck by
unmistakable eruptions of Kirby’s imagery
and concepts in the mainstream pop
culture. From Star Wars to The Matrix,
surprisingly specific images from Kirby’s
visionary science-fiction comics have
illuminated cinema and video screens for
two generations. When RoboCop removed
his faceplate and sat in the squalor of an
abandoned factory, pausing to ponder his
fate, there sat Machine Man; the kinetics of
RoboCop’s showdown with the top-heavy
ED-209 and the hair-raising assaults of the
“bugs” in Verhoeven’s later Starship Troopers
echo Kirby. Charles Band has produced a
stream of direct-to-video product drawn
from the shadows of Kirby’s career, though
none of them can hold a candle to the
legacy they so recklessly plunder.
Kirby’s uninked pencils from Demon #1 (August 1972).

T

(these two
pages)
Uninked
pencils from
Captain
America
#103 (July
1968).

(these
two
pages)
Uninked
pencils
from
Eternals
#4
(October
1976).

late-breaking kirby news!

He flies into the power core and succeeds in stopping the atomic reaction, and then fades out again.
BACK-UP FEATURE:
“The Krypton Equation” 2 pgs.
Script, pencils: Jack Kirby
Inks: Vince Colletta
STORY SYNOPSIS:
Superman’s electronic file at the Evil Factory
goes berserk, halting all machinery and disrupting
all electrical activity. Eventually, Mokkari enters
the “Healer Code” and normal business resumes.

EXTRA!

Rare Kirby Books Discovered
by Richard Kolkman
n the course of compiling the updated Kirby Checklist, I’ve uncovered four previously
unknown books featuring Kirby art. All were published between the late 1960s to
early ’70s, but various problems kept them from reaching the newsstands.
These books are so rare, you won’t find them in Overstreet’s Price Guide. But
they’re not ashcans or reprints; these are full, complete books with new Kirby stories.
Each had extremely low distribution, and in some cases only file copies of each exists,
stored in Marvel’s and DC’s vaults.
DC and Marvel have released several file copies of Infinity Man #1 and Captain
America And Hulk #1, which will be up for bid at the Sotheby’s and Christie’s
auction houses this year. When the time comes, we’ll have a full report of what
these extremely rare collectibles sold for. We’ll feature some of the previously
unseen art from these books in our next issue of TJKC.

I

Infinity Man #1 (July 1972)
Remember how Infinity Man disappeared from Forever People #4, only to turn up
again in #11? While many thought Jack had
simply forgotten about the character, he actually was saving him for his own comic, which
would have been the fifth book in his Fourth
World series. #1 was published at the tail end
of DC’s 52-page 25¢ books, but was
pulled from circulation
when
the decision was
made to
drop all
their
books to
20¢. Some
of the material from this
issue was
recycled and
later used in
Forever People
#11.
“The Bat and
the DNA Project”
24 pgs.
Script, pencils:
Jack Kirby
Inks: Mike Royer
Faces: Murphy
Anderson

STORY SYNOPSIS:
After spending months
in limbo (a result of being
zapped by Darkseid in
Forever People #3),
Infinity Man temporarily materializes in the
DNA Project. He’s confused by his
surroundings,
and begins
destroying
everything
in sight
looking for
Darkseid. Jimmy Olsen is
there, and in his search for help stumbles across a Batman clone being held
in a life preserving solution. After
being released by Jimmy, the Batman
clone delivers the first blow to
Infinity Man. Into this standoff
scene stumbles the Golden
Guardian and Goody Rickels, who
proceeds to taunt and goad
Infinity Man into action. They
undergo a heated battle, and the
resulting chaos endangers the
Project’s power core. Darkseid
witnesses this scene and comments on the futility of
Infinity Man’s search. After
everyone escapes, Infinity Man comes to his senses.

Capt. America & Hulk #1 (April 1968)
Like Iron Man and Sub-Mariner #1, this
book was a one-shot used to bridge the gap
between when Cap left Tales of Suspense for
his own mag, and Hulk left Tales to
Astonish. Jack provided the
cover and Captain

America
story
(inks by
Giacoia),
while Herb
Trimpe did
the art for the
Hulk story. A
scheduling mixup had this issue
shipping AFTER
Captain America
#100 and Incredible
Hulk #102. Since
this would have
ruined the continuity of the continued stories
in the new solo books, at the last minute
Marvel pulled it from circulation to avoid
confusing readers.
“The Mighty Will Inherit the Moon” 10 pgs.
Co-plot, script: Stan Lee
Co-plot, pencils: Jack Kirby
Inks: Frank Giacoia
STORY SYNOPSIS:
The Hulk lays is a suspended state in the
Leader’s lair on the moon. A highly dangerous
Cosmic-Powered Hulk android discarded by the
Mad Thinker is found and activated by the Leader.
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Celebrating the Life
and Career of the King!

F u l ly Au th o r i z e d by T h e K i r by E s tate

Introduction

A Man Amongst Gods, A God Amongst Men

by John Morrow, editor of
The Jack Kirby Collector

Foreword by TJKC colorist Tom Ziuko
Who is Jack Kirby?

ell, here we are back again,
with a fourth collection of
sold out issues of The Jack
Kirby Collector, the magazine for
fans of the King of comics. It’s
been awhile since we last issued
one of these compilations; Volume
Three first appeared back in 1999,
containing the last of what I thought
of as our “low print run” issues. I
figured, after TJKC #15 (the last
issue reprinted in Volume Three),
we had more or less reached the
majority of the hardcore Kirby fans
out there, and were ordering enough
extra copies to keep in stock as back
issues, thus eliminating the need to
ever do another of these books.
Then along came Alex Ross.
You’ve probably heard or him,
and seen his amazing painted
images of super-heroes. When he
offered (free of charge, I might add)
to do a painting based on one of
Jack’s pencil drawings, how could I
resist? His stunning piece graced
the cover of TJKC #19 (and is on
the back cover of this book), and
caused quite a hubbub in the comics
industry. The issue literally flew off
store shelves, getting Kirby’s work
into the hands of new, younger
fans who weren’t that familiar with
him. #19 sold out quicker than any
issue to date, and really helped
solidify TJKC as more than just a
niche item, but a true medium for
documenting comics history.
The other issues in this volume
(#16-18) quickly sold out as well, as
did our first three Collected volumes,
proving to me two things: 1) that
we were achieving our goal of
exposing new people to the genius
of Jack Kirby, and 2) we weren’t
printing enough extra copies each
issue! So in this, our tenth year of
publishing (and the tenth anniversary of Jack’s passing), I’m proud
to see these issues back in print, as
well as or first three Collected volumes. It’s a great testament to the
value of Jack’s amazing legacy.
Long live the King!
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John Morrow, editor
Raleigh, NC, June 2004
(right) Kirby’s uninked pencils from
New Gods #8 (April 1972).

rom the perspective of the 21st century, looking back through at the 20th, we know that Jack Kirby is
without a doubt the single most important and influential creator and artist to have worked in the
comic book field. In this uniquely American form of storytelling, with ideas and imagination disseminated on pulp for the masses, Jack Kirby reigned supreme. He created, molded and mastered so many
different genres of comics; from super-hero to romance, war and mystery. His artwork and visual style,
always evolving, became the virtual template from which super-hero comics in general are forever fashioned.
He helped invent, change and perfect the visual vocabulary we use in comics to this very day. His journeys
on paper took us from the icy depths of the oceans to the chilling expanse of outer space; from sub-atomic
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Darkseid’s Omega Effect takes effect in these pencils from Forever People #6, page 17 (Dec. 1971) and #7, page 15 (Feb. 1972).

Pencils from Jack’s longest-lived 1970s series Kamandi (#40, page 15, April 1976) and one of his shortest, “Atlas” from First Issue Special #1 (page 14, April 1975).

A couple of splendid examples of Jack’s work from the Silver Surfer Graphic Novel (1978).
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Celebrating the
Life and Career
of the King!

Introduction

My Encounters With The King!

by John Morrow, editor of
The Jack Kirby Collector
get continually asked by our
readers, “When’s the next TJKC
Collection coming out? And
when are you going to collect the
Tabloid issues?”
Longtime readers will understand they’re referring to issues
starting with #31, when I switched
this magazine’s format from a standard size up to a whopping 10" x
14" tabloid format, to better show
off Jack’s gorgeous pencil art. The
bigger size was a big hit with most
of our readers, but a few longed for
us to go back to the smaller size
(the size of the book you’re holding
in your hands).
Kirby fans are a very passionate group, and I hate to disappoint
a single one, but sometimes you
have to make tough choices. Beside
the fact that I really like our giant
tabloid format, it has been overwhelmingly popular with most
readers. So it’s here to stay, as far
as I can see into the future.
However, the minority that
prefers the smaller size can take
heart: this collection re-presents
three of those smaller-size issues
(#20-22) at their original size, with
better reproduction on a lot of the
images, and lots of new extras that
weren’t in the original issues, and
haven’t been published elsewhere.
I hope this compromise can make
all the people happy, some of the
time (as the saying goes).
As for pleasing fans who want
us to collect the tabloid issues in
this style of trade paperback? Well,
assuming we do more of these
Collected volumes (and only continuing sell-outs of TJKC back issues
will insure it), at our present rate
of one volume every 1-2 years, it’ll
be at least 2010 before we’re up to
reprinting issue #31. (How to deal
with the logistics of assembling a
10" x 14" book is something I think
I’ll just worry about when the time
comes!)
Long live the King!

I

John Morrow, editor
Raleigh, NC, March 2006

(above) Drawings Kirby did in David
Hamilton’s copy of Kirby Unleashed.

Foreword by David Hamilton

I

#
Encounter
1
must’ve been all of 17 years of age and—beyond having left the family nest only a handful of times

(Boy Scout trips into the mountains above Los Angeles: Lake Arrow Head, Yellow Stone, and a few
near-death hikes by the Pacific Ocean)—this San Diego Comic Convention was, for me, a big deal. On
my own... and meeting Jack Kirby, the king of all things comics!
Now, you’ve gotta understand that Jack’s Kirby Unleashed was just published—I’d purchased a copy
through the mail a good month prior to the con—and upon leaving for San Diego I hadn’t received my
copy yet!
So, here I find myself, standing in a line waiting to meet Mr. Kirby (and with his son Neal, wife Roz,
and daughter Barbara) and everyone in this line was buying the hot-off-the-presses stack of Kirby
Unleashed—but I wasn’t! Of course, by the time I reached the table and saw that only one lone copy
remained, I flip-flopped and purchased it; another “big deal,” because the three or four dollars was big
money to a teen (especially paying it twice).
Shortly after, I approached Mr. Kirby and asked him to please sign my copy—but unlike all the
other fan copies I’d observed him sign, I wanted mine printed.
As Jack wrote “To David — From...” I stopped him and directed him to please print his name: “Jack
Kirby.” I then asked him for a tiny sketch inside the front cover of the Four-Armed Terror vs. the Hulk
(see TJKC #13, cover and page 17). Just then, Neal Kirby stepped up and stopped Jack from following
through with that sketch! Neal: “You can’t give drawings away, Dad!” or something like that. I was
crushed.
Damn you, Kirby’s son! Nevertheless, Kirby did draw two head shots: one of Popeye and one of what
I believe is Jack, himself, smoking a cigar. (I even got Barbara Kirby and Neal Kirby to sign the same inner
cover.)

#
Encounter
2
Twelve months later, I met Jack again at the San Diego Con. Fans were everywhere asking him, well,
“fan questions.” But when my moment came, I asked Kirby two questions that (both) went over like stink
balloons—to the crowd and to Jack!
I asked why he really left Marvel Comics Group, because I’d heard through comments by various
comic pros that he wasn’t happy at Marvel—for quite some time—and that this unhappiness was why
he’d moved to the West Coast, then later quit Marvel.
Jack looked me straight in the eyes, with a “how dare you” look on his face, and went on to tell me
and all around me that whatever I’d heard was untrue!
“But,” I said, “Steve Englehart said...”
Jack: “Steve doesn’t speak for me!” Well, that didn’t go too well (as all around laser-eyed me with disdain).

#
Encounter
3
Probably the juiciest encounter I ever had with Jack was, again, during another San Diego Comic
Convention. This one, probably 1973 or 1974, happened during the early morning hours of the third
day—a Saturday morning around 2:30 a.m., in fact.
I was wandering around the El Cortez Hotel’s swimming pool area, pretty charged up (as I did inhale
during those days) and quite stoned out of my mini-mind. Up walks Jack “King” Kirby—just me and Jack!
My gawd!

IF YOU ENJOYED THIS PREVIEW,
CLICK THE LINK TO ORDER THE
COMPLETE DIGITAL EDITION!

JACK KIRBY COLLECTOR
SPECIAL EDITION

Compiles the “extra” new material from COLLECTED JACK
KIRBY COLLECTOR VOLUMES 1-7, in one huge Digital Edition!
Includes a fan’s private tour of the Kirbys’ remarkable home,
profusely illustrated with photos, and more than 200 pieces
of Kirby art not published outside of those volumes. If you already own the individual issues and skipped the collections, or
missed them in print form, now you can get caught up!
(165-page Digital Edition) $5.95
http://twomorrows.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=989

